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Rattan
'More glamor, more techniques, and more pieces, with plenty of fresh
takes on the material. Rattan evokes grand global glamor, and it makes
everything I put it on - furniture, accessories, my husband, my dog -
even more attractive! I’m excited about combining rattan with couture
craft details such as high gloss lacquer, sculptural black steel, and
flashes of color. It’s laissez-faire fabulousness, with a hint of pop!'

Long Structural Pendants
"When it comes to dining, bedroom, or living room lighting, the forms
take inspiration from oblong shapes, casting targeted and tantalizing
glows. It's because they're playful and polished, and create a striking
statement with a curvaceous silhouette. They also funnel light, creating
the ideal glow for how we want to live now – warm and flattering. 'My
favorite trend is the use of statement lighting pieces that can be used
as functional and decorative elements’. 

Gold Plated Ceramics
“Designers and makers are warming up minimalist palettes slightly with
just a hint of a Midas touch. 'Minimalist living is not only about having a
clean home, it is also about celebrating nature and authenticity,' says
Hélène Pinaud of Heju Studio. 'So we are not afraid to incorporate
artisanal, vintage, and homemade objects and furniture but always in a
quiet, neutral palette.' Just a touch of elevation to the every day, but not
enough that it creates any visual noise.

Organic Materials and Shapes
Shimmering like sunsets, this pleasantly warm and flaxen hue is
elevating interiors with a touch of pure luxe. Bethan Gray has used it on
furniture, Arflex has it on chairs and many designers are using it on
wallpapers, tiles, and more. Plus, many colors go with gold, meaning this
hue can be used for layering, to make an interior feel warm and livable. 

White Lamps
This new lighting trend is all about stripping out color completely,
emphasizing on shape instead. 'We love monochrome spaces,' says
Chelsea Reale of design studio Sissy + Marley. 'Especially in smaller
settings as it gives your eyes the chance to flow through the space
without interruption.' These types of lamps are arguably not just lamps,
but a piece of sculpture too. Adding the slightest bit of dimension and
shape to a room ensures that the light is always well-filtered and even.

Aluminum Objects
This easily recycled metal has been upgraded from drink cans to some
of the most covetable designs around. The sleek minimal forms
showcase the beauty of the material in its purity, creating a perfect
backdrop for the light to reflect off. The contrast between the soft
conical silhouettes and the edge of the waxed aluminum itself
contribute wonderfully to industrial interior design style. 

Decorative Boxes
If there's one big mood happening in design for 2024 it's about paring
back, seeking to live more minimally, and finding ways out interiors can
make us feel calm. Minimalism in interior design is all about merging a
sleek look with a subdued but inherently luxurious feel. Step forward
the micro-trend for decorative storage boxes, a way to clear the clutter
while still having a bit more personality than a clear glass Kilner jar.
We're seeing artisans, designers and our favorite brands create them.

Earthy Hues
For a calming, relaxed, and welcoming interior, earthy or nature-
inspired tones are taking over. Hues such as ochre, tan, taupe, light
pinks, and light greys are taking over bedroom colors and dining room
schemes. These will continue to be big in 2024. Soft dusty pinks have
been coming in more as well for a minimalist scheme.'
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https://www.livingetc.com/spaces/statement-lighting-212450
https://www.heju.fr/studio
https://www.livingetc.com/advice/colors-that-go-with-gold
https://www.livingetc.com/features/lighting-trends
https://www.sissyandmarley.com/about
https://www.livingetc.com/features/industrial-interior-design
https://www.livingetc.com/features/minimalism-in-interior-design
https://www.livingetc.com/spaces/interior-inspiration/bedroom-colour-ideas-25-paint-colours-with-impact-233940


Social Seating
Furniture designers have spotted the opportunity to bring people back
together again, and this new era in furniture design sees a selection of
seating options that are all about encouraging the art of in-person
conversation. A curvaceous, contemporary, and modern sofa offers two
people the opportunity to sit separately, but with the feeling they are
still next to each other. 'The shape of a curved sofa is softer and less
formal,' explains the French designer Julien Villenueve. 

Minimaluxe
A pared-back palette that allows the showcasing of your favorite
things, minimaluxe is set to take over the design world. It's
characterized by soft textures, shapes, and colors, and a sense of
airiness and light. 'It seems that people are leaning towards cooler
tones, rather than the warmer neutral tones that have been dominant
for so long,' says Shannon. 'A lot of people are paring it back to what's
essential, and seeking out the chic design elements found in high-tech
minimalism of the 90s.'

Plumped Up Seating
Designers are demonstrating how a more relaxed style of seating
designs can combine comfort factor and everyday practicality, but with
high-level refinement and ultimate style-desirability. Embracing curves
as the newest chair and sofa trend.

Decorative Wall Lights
Superstar designer Tom Dixon recently told Livingetc about the
importance of ‘light washing’– using bulbs cleverly to cover your walls
in the light rather than just beaming down on them from on high.
'Careful positioning of wall lighting is very important to create the right
atmosphere,' says Katie McCrum. Wall lights are becoming ever more
sculptural, scene-stealing, sensational, and stellar. Be it kitchen wall
lighting or bathrooms, these pieces are now stars in their own right,
just hanging a little lower than you might expect. 

Sources Include:https://www.livingetc.com/whats-news/the-biggest-
interior-trends-195539

Irregular Rugs
Irregular rugs are striking designs that undoubtedly have all been 
created to own the floor. Not only do these living room rugs have an
eye-catching print, but they’re also all shaping a new outline in design,
Wether you’re going curvy, geometric, or angular, these top sports all
boast a little bit of ‘out-of-the-box’ thinking, and we’re ready to
embrace it. 

Contemporary Curtain Trims
Previously having been discounted this new design staple has changed
all that with its super-contemporary approach to tassels, adornments,
and finishing touches. ‘I’m drawn to handcrafted details – whether it be
an embroidered pattern, hand-quilted panels, or even a scalloped
leading edge on the drapes,’ says designer Julia King of Studio Roene.
As a curtain trend, this one has definite staying power, converting a
regular, ordinary-looking piece into one that has dimension and style. 

Hideaway Home Offices
A small home office is all about smart stations that can be disguised. To
the unassuming eye, they'll look like a drinks cabinet, a writing bureau,
or perhaps an armoire. But what they hide is all your work stresses and
strains and papers and bits. 'For most of our clients, this involves
utilizing a spare bedroom as their home office that can still act as a
guest room when needed,' says Candance. 'For others, we’ve helped
them by adding ADU’s or converting their garages into separate spaces
for working. And for our clients who are tighter on space, we’ve helped
them designate an area in the home that makes use of a clever piece of
furniture that serves multiple purposes. 

Luxe Outdoor Lighting
'Sculptural lights are a big trend,' says Scott Richler, founder of Gabriel
Scott.' A completely customizable sculptural lighting statement made
from an innovative material which is also durable for the outdoors is the
need for most homeowners.'With of different types of fairy/bulb lights
and solar-powered uplighters for your plants,' says Cat Dal, founder of
Cat Dal Interiors. 'Good garden lighting is not just for the moments you
are outside, but it makes an enormous difference if you are inside
looking out, as suddenly your garden becomes a feature to be enjoyed,
and celebrated.'
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https://www.livingetc.com/ideas/curved-sofas
https://www.julienvilleneuve.net/
https://www.livingetc.com/ideas/minimaluxe
https://www.livingetc.com/features/sofa-trends
https://www.katiemccrumstudio.com/about
https://www.livingetc.com/ideas/kitchen-wall-lighting-ideas
https://www.livingetc.com/ideas/kitchen-wall-lighting-ideas
https://www.livingetc.com/whats-news/the-biggest-interior-trends-195539
https://www.livingetc.com/whats-news/the-biggest-interior-trends-195539
https://www.livingetc.com/ideas/living-room-rug-ideas
https://studioroene.com/About
https://www.livingetc.com/ideas/curtain-trends
https://www.livingetc.com/ideas/small-home-office-ideas
https://www.gabriel-scott.com/about-us/meet-the-maker
https://www.catdalinteriors.com/profile/











